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English Language 

Solutions  

1. The fourth sentence of the first passage states that ‘A progressively growing 

balance sheet, higher pace of credit expansion, expanding profitability and 

productivity akin to banks in developed markets, lower incidence of nonperforming 

assets and focus on financial inclusion have contributed to making Indian banking 

vibrant and strong.’ Both 1 and 2 comply with the passage. Options 3 and 4 states the 

opposite what has been mentioned in the passage, thus can be excluded. Hence, 5 is 

the correct answer. 

 

2. In the context of the given passage, ‘chaos’ refers to the ‘complete disorder’ and 

‘confusion’ that has been prevalent in recent times in the world economy. ‘Orderly‘ 

means ‘tidy’ which is an antonym of ‘chaos’. Although ‘Unruly’ and ‘Madness’ are 

closer to the meaning of ‘chaos’, they are mostly used in reference to human behavior 

and hence are not appropriate in the given context. ‘Babel’ means ‘a confused noise 

made by too many voices’ and is irrelevant to the context. ‘Turmoil’ refers to a ‘state 

of great disturbance, confusion and uncertainty’ and is best fit answer in the given 

context. 

 
3. The latter half of the first paragraph mentions that ‘A majority of the 

respondents, almost 69% of them, felt that the Indian banking Industry was in a 

very good to excellent shape with a further 25% feeling it was in good shape and 

only 6% of the respondents feeling that the performance of the industry was just 

average.’ From this sentence it can be concluded that barring the 69% respondents 



the rest 31% thought that the Indian banking industry was average to good. Thus, 

option 3 is the correct answer. 

 

4. With respect to the given passage, ‘assessment’ refers to ‘the action of analyzing 

the nature, ability, or quality of the risks in the banking sector’. The word ‘evaluation’ 

also means to ‘make an idea about the amount, number, or value of something’. Thus 

‘evaluation’ best expresses the meaning of ‘assessment’. ‘Application’ and ‘request’ 

imply ‘a formal/informal appeal’ and cannot be used in this context. ‘Judgment’, 

which means ‘the ability to make considered decisions or come to sensible 

conclusions’ carries a different meaning than ‘assessment’. ‘Approved’ means to 

receive a formal acceptance’ and is irrelevant to the context. Hence, 2 is the correct 

answer in the context of the passage. 

 

5. The first paragraph of the given passage clearly mentions, ‘A rigorous evaluation 

of the health of commercial banks, recently undertaken by the Committee on 

Financial Sector Assessment (CFSA) also shows that the commercial banks are 

robust and versatile.’  Hence the correct answer is 1. 

 

6. ‘Purview’ in reference to the given passage means ‘the scope of the influence’ of 

economic stability and growth. With respect to this definition, it is evident that option 

1 is the best fit answer. The other choices are completely irrelevant. 

 

7. We need to consider the following sentences mentioned in the passage–‘A 

rigorous evaluation of the health of commercial banks, recently undertaken by the 

Committee on Financial Sector Assessment (CFSA) also shows that the commercial 

banks are robust and versatile. The single-factor stress tests undertaken by the 

CFSA divulge that the banking system can endure considerable shocks arising from 

large possible changes in credit quality, interest rate and liquidity conditions.’ From 

this statement we can infer that the health of commercial banks can be evaluated 

based on their reactions to large changes in credit quality, interest rates and liquidity 



conditions. Thus, the variables that need to be measured are credit quality, 

interest rates and liquidity conditions. Hence option 2 is the correct answer. 

 

8. The word ‘predicament’ in context of the given paragraph refers to ‘the 

unpleasant/ embarrassing situation faced by banks in developed countries’. Options 

1, 2, and 5 are synonyms of the given word. ‘Boon’ refers to ‘a thing that is helpful or 

beneficial’ and does not express the opposite meaning of ‘predicament’. Hence, 

‘pleasant’ best expresses the antonym of the word ‘predicament’. And 3 is the correct 

answer. 

 
9. The word ‘positive’ in context of the given passage refers to ‘affirmative 

reactions’. Option 1 is a synonym of the given word. All the other options are 

antonyms of ‘positive’ but the best fit answer is option 4. ‘Negative’ is a direct 

opposite while the other words suggest ‘indecisiveness’. 

 
10.  The paragraph begins with the mention that the Indian banking sector has been 

resilient even during the time when the world economy faced utter crises. It goes on 

to give examples of various tests that have been carried out to prove this resilience 

and determine the health of commercial banks. It ends with a reference to a survey 

that had been done to gauge the public consensus on the Indian banking sector which 

indicated positive results. In this regard option 1 which lists ‘low faith’ of respondents 

is not correct. Option 2 is entirely negative and is irrelevant to the context of the 

passage. Option 3 talks only about a part of the survey and does not provide an overall 

idea. Option 4 lists only one point as mentioned in the paragraph. Option 5 not only 

talks about the resilience of the Indian banking sector as portrayed in the paragraph 

but also about the positive nature of the respondents. This makes option 5 the correct 

answer. 

 
11. The concerned line states that ‘economic growth in the US improved compared 

to FYQ16’. This cannot occur if retail sales, which is indicative of the consumer 

behaviour, decreases. Thus words like ‘weakened’, ‘destabilized’ and ‘diluted’ with 

negative implications cannot be used here. Also, since the hint is towards 



‘improvement’ it can be assumed that the economic growth was not good 

previously. So the word ‘constant’ cannot be used. ‘Improved’ promotes the idea of 

positive growth, so ‘strengthened’ is the most appropriate word. Hence, 3 is the 

correct answer. 

 
12. In order to find the correct word for the blank, we need to look at the next 

sentence. The sentence containing the blank and the one following it are related 

because in the latter, the expression ‘on the other hand’ has been used. It confirms 

that the sentence containing the blank also talks about the trend of ‘inflation’ in 

relation to the US as does the next sentence with respect to the Euro Zone. Hence 5 is 

the correct answer. 

 
13. The sentence talks about the uncertainty prevalent in the economy due to the 

voters. Now voters would reach a conclusion with respect to whether they should 

leave European Union through voting and the process entirely based on their 

collective ‘decision’. Thus the word ‘decision’ is the apt word for the blank. Hence, 4 is 

the correct answer. 

 
14. It is a well known fact that USA has a federal system of government. Also, the 

given blank is succeeded by the word (FED) it. Hence the most appropriate word for 

the given blank should be ‘Federal’. A Federation refers to ‘a group of states with a 

central government but independence in internal affairs’. We need the adjective form 

of the word ‘federation’ to describe the Central US Reserve as opposed to the State 

Reserves. Hence we must use ‘federal’ instead of ‘federation’. Hence, 1 is the correct 

answer. Other words are completely out of context. 

 
15. The sentence talks about the decisions made by the European Bank regarding 

their policies. It mentions in the first part how the bank purchased corporate bonds 

and the second part begins with the word ‘otherwise’.  This shows that though 

corporate bonds were purchased, no alteration was made in the monetary policy. 

Thus, the most appropriate word for the blank is ‘unchanged’ as it exhibits the idea of 

‘no alteration’. Other words do not fit the context appropriately. Hence, 2 is the 

correct answer. 



 
16. The sentence talks about how the Global Equity markets finished the second 

quarter at a better position than the first quarter of 2016. This means that it has 

performed well and this is only possible when ‘support’ is there from the right 

avenues. The word ‘improved’ does not fit here because we have the term 

‘improved commodity’ following the blank. Hence the usage of ‘improved’ will be 

redundant. Option 3 and 5 convey a negative sense and can be excluded. Hence, 

‘supported’ is the correct answer. 

 
17. The sentence talks about the immediate effects of the outcome of the UK 

referendum. Since there has been sharp increase in risk aversion, it is evident that the 

markets are unstable. Thus, ‘volatile’ is the most apt word for the given blank. 

Options 3, 4 and 5 indicate ‘stability’ of the market and can be excluded. The word 

‘resistance’ does not fit the context. Hence, 2 is the correct answer. 

 
18. Blank G tells us about the unstable nature of the financial markets. The given 

blank needs a word that correctly describes the membership of these markets. 

‘Countries’ and ‘States’ can be dismissed because there are other entities in the 

market besides official governments, such as businesses and traders. ‘Competitors’ 

can also be dismissed because the market is a place where there are more than just 

opponents. In this particular context, we are not pitting any particular entity against 

the other. So ‘competitors’ would not be appropriate here. This leaves us with 

‘participants’ and ‘players’. The phrase ‘market players’ is used more often than 

‘market participants’. This is because ‘market players’ shows that there are parties in 

the market that manipulate the game. Thus, option 1 is the correct answer. 

 
19. The sentence states that the energy and other sectors outperformed. This is 

followed by the word ‘while’ which shows that there is a contrast. The cyclical sector 

must have then done the opposite of ‘outperformed’. This is best described using the 

word ‘underperformed’. Keeping in mind the fact that we are looking at the 

performance (which is the current output) as opposed to achievement (which is the 

past output), we can eliminate ‘underachieved’. Thus the correct answer is option 3 

‘underperformed’. 



 
20. The sentence states a particular measurement by Credit Suisse Equity Risk 

Appetite Index. Thus it should measure ‘Risk Appetite’. Hence, the correct answer for 

the given blank would clearly be option 5 ‘appetite’. 

 
21. The pronoun ‘he’ has been correctly used in the (1) part of the sentence but in the 

part (4) the pronoun ‘he’ is the object. In such cases the pronoun ‘him’ in the objective 

form needs to be used. Thus there is an error in the fourth part of the sentence.  

 
22. When we use the conjunction ‘so’ we have to use ‘that…..not’. Eg-He is so rich 

that he does not care where he spends his money. Thus the error is in part 3 where we 

need to replace ‘and’ with ‘that’ to make the sentence grammatically correct. 

 
23. The correct sentence is ‘It is said that the standard of efficiency in public 

service has recently fallen.’The sentence starts with the auxiliary verb is and after the 

adverb recently also indicates past tense cannot be used in the sentence and thus 

needs to be replaced by the present tense. 

 

24. There is an incorrect usage of preposition here. ‘Despite’ means ‘in spite of’. So, 

the use of the preposition ‘of’ after ‘despite’ is grammatically wrong and redundant. 

25. Here, the preposition ‘to’ has been omitted in the third part. There is a significant 

difference between ‘attend’ and ‘attend to’. ‘Attend’ means to be present. 

Eg: Please attend your classes regularly. 

‘Attend to’ means to pay attention to something. 

Eg: Attend to what the teacher says in class. 

The sentence uses the second context. The butlers paid attention to his whims and 

fancies. Thus, the correct phrase should have been ‘attend to’. 

 

26. There is an incorrect use of preposition here. Something affects another thing 

directly. There is no need to show the relation between a thing that affects and the 

thing getting affected with the help of a preposition. ‘Affects in the earth’ is wrong. To 

make the sentence grammatically correct, it should be ‘affects the earth’. 

 



27. The correct sentence would be – The martyrdom of SardarBhagat Singh created 

a stir. The term ‘martyrdom’ indicates the ‘brave sacrifice of life’, which is an 

act of the individual, and not about the individual. The use of the preposition ‘about’ 

is inappropriate while ‘of’ would make the sentence grammatically correct. Thus, the 

error is in the first part of the sentence. 

 
28. Sometimes the subject is separated from the verb by such words as along with, as 

well as, besides, not, etc. Whenever we get such conjunctions, the verb follows the 

first subject. Here the first subject is singular 'the politician'. So we will use 'is' instead 

of 'are'. Thus the error is in the use of the verb ‘are’ in the third part of the sentence. 

 
29. Here ‘enough’ is the adverb and ‘good’ is the adjective. According to the rules, an 

adverb always comes after the adjective (or in some cases another adverb) it modifies. 

So ‘good enough’ is the correct usage here. The error is in the third part of the 

sentence. 

 
30. Here, the error is in ‘accordance to’. The correct usage is ‘accordance with’. 

Although both according and accordance are forms of the same word, they take 

different prepositions. This is illustrated by the following sentences: 

A. She acted according to his advice. 

B. She acted in accordance with his advice. 

 

31. The passage is about the evils of the dowry system as prevalent in India. Thus the 

first sentence should be introducing the concept of dowry in Indian society. Sentence 

B does the same and becomes the first sentence. The second sentence should further 

explain the concept and is done by sentence C. Sentence A the points out the evil 

aspects of the concept and becomes the third sentence.The fourth sentence should 

define the impact of the dowry system on the bride’s family and it is done by sentence 

E. Sentence F goes on to describe the attitudes of the groom’s family regarding dowry 

and becomes the fifth sentence. Their attitude and its impact gives rise to a feeling of 

helplessness in the bride’s family and their indecision is well reflected by sentence D 

which becomes the sixth sentence. 



So the correct order of the sentences is BCAEFD. 

The second sentence is C. 

 

32. The passage is about the evils of the dowry system as prevalent in India. Thus the 

first sentence should be introducing the concept of dowry in Indian society. Sentence 

B does the same and becomes the first sentence. The second sentence should further 

explain the concept and is done by sentence C. Sentence A the points out the evil 

aspects of the concept and becomes the third sentence.The fourth sentence should 

define the impact of the dowry system on the bride’s family and it is done by sentence 

E. Sentence F goes on to describe the attitudes of the groom’s family regarding dowry 

and becomes the fifth sentence. Their attitude and its impact gives rise to a feeling of 

helplessness in the bride’s family and their indecision is well reflected by sentence D 

which becomes the sixth sentence. 

So the correct order of the sentences is BCAEFD. 

The third sentence is A. 

 

33. The passage is about the evils of the dowry system as prevalent in India. Thus the 

first sentence should be introducing the concept of dowry in Indian society. Sentence 

B does the same and becomes the first sentence. The second sentence should further 

explain the concept and is done by sentence C. Sentence A the points out the evil 

aspects of the concept and becomes the third sentence.The fourth sentence should 

define the impact of the dowry system on the bride’s family and it is done by sentence 

E. Sentence F goes on to describe the attitudes of the groom’s family regarding dowry 

and becomes the fifth sentence. Their attitude and its impact gives rise to a feeling of 

helplessness in the bride’s family and their indecision is well reflected by sentence D 

which becomes the sixth sentence. 

So the correct order of the sentences is BCAEFD. 

The fourth sentence is E. 

 

34. The passage is about the evils of the dowry system as prevalent in India. Thus the 

first sentence should be introducing the concept of dowry in Indian society. Sentence 

B does the same and becomes the first sentence. The second sentence should further 



explain the concept and is done by sentence C. Sentence A the points out the evil 

aspects of the concept and becomes the third sentence.The fourth sentence should 

define the impact of the dowry system on the bride’s family and it is done by sentence 

E. Sentence F goes on to describe the attitudes of the groom’s family regarding dowry 

and becomes the fifth sentence. Their attitude and its impact gives rise to a feeling of 

helplessness in the bride’s family and their indecision is well reflected by sentence D 

which becomes the sixth sentence. 

So the correct order of the sentences is BCAEFD. 

The last sentence is D. 

 

35. The passage is about the evils of the dowry system as prevalent in India. Thus the 

first sentence should be introducing the concept of dowry in Indian society. Sentence 

B does the same and becomes the first sentence. The second sentence should further 

explain the concept and is done by sentence C. Sentence A the points out the evil 

aspects of the concept and becomes the third sentence. The fourth sentence should 

define the impact of the dowry system on the bride’s family and it is done by sentence 

E. Sentence F goes on to describe the attitudes of the groom’s family regarding dowry 

and becomes the fifth sentence. Their attitude and its impact gives rise to a feeling of 

helplessness in the bride’s family and their indecision is well reflected by sentence D 

which becomes the sixth sentence. 

So the correct order of the sentences is BCAEFD. 

The first sentence is B. 

 

36. The correct idiomatic phrase would be ‘to bear the burden’ that means to carry 

the burden. ‘Bare’ means naked and does not fit the context. ‘Bore’ is the past tense of 

the verb ‘bear’. ‘Beared’ is incorrect grammatically. 

 

37. The word ‘shoddy ’means something not made well or prepared well. It has been 

misspelt in the sentence and fits well in the context of the sentence. ‘Shady’ means full 

of shade. ‘Flimsy’ means insubstantial. ‘Delicacy’ is a noun that means ‘fineness or 

intricacy of texture’. None of the words fits as well as ‘shoddy’. 

 



38. In the context of this sentence, the word ‘alternately’ seems correct because it 

means they paddled in turns so that each of them got rest and both did not get tired. 

‘Altruistically’ means without self-interest and does not at all suit the context here. 

 

39. A mistake is ‘accepted’ i.e. one agrees that he/she has done a mistake. ‘Expect’ 

means to anticipate. ‘Execute’ means to complete a task. ‘Except’ means excluding 

something. ‘Exact’ as a verb means to demand and is not correct in the context of the 

sentence. 

 
40. A ‘mob’ is a group of people who are usually uncivilized and violent in expressing 

their views. Hence, the word ‘melting’ to describe a ‘mob’ is wrong. They are not 

sending the stones as gifts either. So ‘giving’ is wrong. ‘Exhorting’ is the act of pushing 

or urging someone which is wrong here as well. ‘Pelting’ means to throw things at 

someone. Clearly this is the correct word to be used in the sentence. 

Reasoning Ability 

Solutions  

41.      Nine people: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J. 

Jacket Colour: marron, pink, orange, white, green, black, red, grey and blue 

1) The one who owns a grey coloured jacket stays on the fourth floor. 

2) E stays on the second floor and owns the orange coloured jacket. 

3) The one who owns a blue coloured jacket stays on the third floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
  

 
8 

  
7 

  



6 
  

5 
  

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

4) There are two floors between the floors on which the people owning the red and the 

white coloured jackets stay. 

5) H owns a white coloured jacket and stays on an even numbered floor. 

6) A stays on an even numbered floor below the floor on which H stays. 

7) The one who owns the marron jacket stays on the top-most floor. 

So, the white colored jacket owner H has to be on even numbered on 8th floor and A has 

to stay on 6th floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A 
 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 



1 
  

 

8) C owns a pink coloured jacket. 

9) A does not own a black coloured jacket. 

So, A jacket color is green. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A Green 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

10) There are three floors between the floors on which C and G stay. 

11) D stays on a floor immediately above J’s floor. 

12) There is one floor between the floors on which F and G stay. 

13) F does not own the blue coloured jacket. 

14) F does not stay on the ground floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 



9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F 
 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

So, the top most floor is occupied by B and F’s jacket colour is black. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 B Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F Black 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

From the table, it is clear that A owns a green coloured jacket. 



42.  Nine people: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J. 

Jacket Colour: marron, pink, orange, white, green, black, red, grey and blue 

1) The one who owns a grey coloured jacket stays on the fourth floor. 

2) E stays on the second floor and owns the orange coloured jacket. 

3) The one who owns a blue coloured jacket stays on the third floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
  

 

8 
  

7 
  

6 
  

5 
  

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

4) There are two floors between the floors on which the people owning the red and the 

white coloured jackets stay. 

5) H owns a white coloured jacket and stays on an even numbered floor. 

6) A stays on an even numbered floor below the floor on which H stays. 

7) The one who owns the marron jacket stays on the top-most floor. 

So, the white colored jacket owner H has to be on even numbered on 8th floor and A has 

to stay on 6th floor. 



Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A 
 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

8) C owns a pink coloured jacket. 

9) A does not own a black coloured jacket. 

So, A jacket color is green. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A Green 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 



2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

10) There are three floors between the floors on which C and G stay. 

11) D stays on a floor immediately above J’s floor. 

12) There is one floor between the floors on which F and G stay. 

13) F does not own the blue coloured jacket. 

14) F does not stay on the ground floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F 
 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

So, the top most floor is occupied by B and F’s jacket colour is black. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 B Marron C = Pink 



8 H White colored 

jacket 
7 F Black 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

From the table, it is clear that B stays on the top most floor. 

43.  Nine people: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J. 

Jacket Colour: marron, pink, orange, white, green, black, red, grey and blue 

1) The one who owns a grey coloured jacket stays on the fourth floor. 

2) E stays on the second floor and owns the orange coloured jacket. 

3) The one who owns a blue coloured jacket stays on the third floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
  

 

8 
  

7 
  

6 
  

5 
  

4 
 

Grey 



3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

4) There are two floors between the floors on which the people owning the red and the 

white coloured jackets stay. 

5) H owns a white coloured jacket and stays on an even numbered floor. 

6) A stays on an even numbered floor below the floor on which H stays. 

7) The one who owns the marron jacket stays on the top-most floor. 

So, the white colored jacket owner H has to be on even numbered on 8th floor and A has 

to stay on 6th floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A 
 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

8) C owns a pink coloured jacket. 



9) A does not own a black coloured jacket. 

So, A jacket color is green. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A Green 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

10) There are three floors between the floors on which C and G stay. 

11) D stays on a floor immediately above J’s floor. 

12) There is one floor between the floors on which F and G stay. 

13) F does not own the blue coloured jacket. 

14) F does not stay on the ground floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 
C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F 
 



6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

So, the top most floor is occupied by B and F’s jacket colour is black. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 B Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F Black 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

From the table, it is clear that B stays on the ninth floor. 

44.  Nine people: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J. 

Jacket Colour: marron, pink, orange, white, green, black, red, grey and blue 

1) The one who owns a grey coloured jacket stays on the fourth floor. 



2) E stays on the second floor and owns the orange coloured jacket. 

3) The one who owns a blue coloured jacket stays on the third floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
  

 

8 
  

7 
  

6 
  

5 
  

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

4) There are two floors between the floors on which the people owning the red and the 

white coloured jackets stay. 

5) H owns a white coloured jacket and stays on an even numbered floor. 

6) A stays on an even numbered floor below the floor on which H stays. 

7) The one who owns the marron jacket stays on the top-most floor. 

So, the white colored jacket owner H has to be on even numbered on 8th floor and A has 

to stay on 6th floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

 8 H White 



7 
  

6 A 
 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

8) C owns a pink coloured jacket. 

9) A does not own a black coloured jacket. 

So, A jacket color is green. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A Green 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

10) There are three floors between the floors on which C and G stay. 



11) D stays on a floor immediately above J’s floor. 

12) There is one floor between the floors on which F and G stay. 

13) F does not own the blue coloured jacket. 

14) F does not stay on the ground floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F 
 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

So, the top most floor is occupied by B and F’s jacket colour is black. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 B Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F Black 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 



4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

From the table, it is clear that D owns the grey coloured jacket and stays on the fourth 

floor. 

45.  Nine people: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J. 

Jacket Colour: marron, pink, orange, white, green, black, red, grey and blue 

1) The one who owns a grey coloured jacket stays on the fourth floor. 

2) E stays on the second floor and owns the orange coloured jacket. 

3) The one who owns a blue coloured jacket stays on the third floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
  

 

8 
  

7 
  

6 
  

5 
  

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 



4) There are two floors between the floors on which the people owning the red and the 

white coloured jackets stay. 

5) H owns a white coloured jacket and stays on an even numbered floor. 

6) A stays on an even numbered floor below the floor on which H stays. 

7) The one who owns the marron jacket stays on the top-most floor. 

So, the white colored jacket owner H has to be on even numbered on 8th floor and A has 

to stay on 6th floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

 

8 H White 

7 
  

6 A 
 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

8) C owns a pink coloured jacket. 

9) A does not own a black coloured jacket. 

So, A jacket color is green. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron C = Pink 



8 H White colored 

jacket 
7 

  

6 A Green 

5 
 

Red 

4 
 

Grey 

3 
 

Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 
  

 

10) There are three floors between the floors on which C and G stay. 

11) D stays on a floor immediately above J’s floor. 

12) There is one floor between the floors on which F and G stay. 

13) F does not own the blue coloured jacket. 

14) F does not stay on the ground floor. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 
 

Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F 
 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 



2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

So, the top most floor is occupied by B and F’s jacket colour is black. 

Floor Person Colour of Jacket Conditions 

9 B Marron 

C = Pink 

colored 

jacket 

8 H White 

7 F Black 

6 A Green 

5 G Red 

4 D Grey 

3 J Blue 

2 E Orange 

1 C Pink 

 

From the table, it is clear that there are 5 floors between F and C. 

46.  Eight members: Feng, Ching, Liu, Sui, Jui, Bran, Shi and Ming. 



 

1. Bran is the wife of Sui is sitting third to right of Liu. 

 

2. Sui is not an immediate neighbor of either Bran or Liu.    



 

3. Feng is sitting second to left to Sui. (Here case I is not valid because Bran is already 

sitting second to the left of Sui.) 

4. Feng is the son of Ming. Bran is the mother of Ming. 

 

5. Neither Liu nor Sui is the brother of Feng. 



6. Only two persons sit between Ming and Feng’s brother. Since Feng’s brother must be 

a male, so he does not sit on the either side of Sui. It is given that, “no male is an 

immediate neighbor of Sui”. 

 

7. From the above figure, it is clear that Ming one of the daughter of Sui. 

8. Shi sits second to left of Sui’s son (Here case I is not valid). 



 

9. Because Shi is immediate right to Sui, so Shi is a female. 

10. Because Sui’s Son and wife of Sui’s son is immediate neighbor of each other, so Liu is 

Sui’s son’s wife. 

11. Bran is not an immediate neighbor of Ching. 

 

Hence, Ming is sitting opposite to Ching. 

47.  Eight members: Feng, Ching, Liu, Sui, Jui, Bran, Shi and Ming. 



 

1. Bran is the wife of Sui is sitting third to right of Liu. 

 

2. Sui is not an immediate neighbor of either Bran or Liu.    



 

3. Feng is sitting second to left to Sui. (Here case I is not valid because Bran is already 

sitting second to the left of Sui.) 

4. Feng is the son of Ming. Bran is the mother of Ming. 

 

5. Neither Liu nor Sui is the brother of Feng. 



6. Only two persons sit between Ming and Feng’s brother. Since Feng’s brother must be 

a male, so he does not sit on the either side of Sui. It is given that, “no male is an 

immediate neighbor of Sui”. 

 

7. From the above figure, it is clear that Ming one of the daughter of Sui. 

8. Shi sits second to left of Sui’s son (Here case I is not valid). 



 

9. Because Shi is immediate right to Sui, so Shi is a female. 

10. Because Sui’s Son and wife of Sui’s son is immediate neighbor of each other, so Liu is 

Sui’s son’s wife. 

11. Bran is not an immediate neighbor of Ching. 

 

Hence, Sui is sitting third to the left of Ching. 

48.  Eight members: Feng, Ching, Liu, Sui, Jui, Bran, Shi and Ming. 



 

1. Bran is the wife of Sui is sitting third to right of Liu. 

 

2. Sui is not an immediate neighbor of either Bran or Liu.    



 

3. Feng is sitting second to left to Sui. (Here case I is not valid because Bran is already 

sitting second to the left of Sui.) 

4. Feng is the son of Ming. Bran is the mother of Ming. 

 

5. Neither Liu nor Sui is the brother of Feng. 



6. Only two persons sit between Ming and Feng’s brother. Since Feng’s brother must be 

a male, so he does not sit on the either side of Sui. It is given that, “no male is an 

immediate neighbor of Sui”. 

 

7. From the above figure, it is clear that Ming one of the daughter of Sui. 

8. Shi sits second to left of Sui’s son (Here case I is not valid). 



 

9. Because Shi is immediate right to Sui, so Shi is a female. 

10. Because Sui’s Son and wife of Sui’s son is immediate neighbor of each other, so Liu is 

Sui’s son’s wife. 

11. Bran is not an immediate neighbor of Ching. 

 

Hence, Jui is the brother of Feng. 

49.  Eight members: Feng, Ching, Liu, Sui, Jui, Bran, Shi and Ming. 



 

1. Bran is the wife of Sui is sitting third to right of Liu. 

 

2. Sui is not an immediate neighbor of either Bran or Liu.    



 

3. Feng is sitting second to left to Sui. (Here case I is not valid because Bran is already 

sitting second to the left of Sui.) 

4. Feng is the son of Ming. Bran is the mother of Ming. 

 

5. Neither Liu nor Sui is the brother of Feng. 



6. Only two persons sit between Ming and Feng’s brother. Since Feng’s brother must be 

a male, so he does not sit on the either side of Sui. It is given that, “no male is an 

immediate neighbor of Sui”. 

 

7. From the above figure, it is clear that Ming one of the daughter of Sui. 

8. Shi sits second to left of Sui’s son (Here case I is not valid). 



 

9. Because Shi is immediate right to Sui, so Shi is a female. 

10. Because Sui’s Son and wife of Sui’s son is immediate neighbor of each other, so Liu is 

Sui’s son’s wife. 

11. Bran is not an immediate neighbor of Ching. 

 

Hence, Ching’s wife is sitting second to the right of Sui. 

50.  Eight members: Feng, Ching, Liu, Sui, Jui, Bran, Shi and Ming. 



 

1. Bran is the wife of Sui is sitting third to right of Liu. 

 

2. Sui is not an immediate neighbor of either Bran or Liu.    



 

3. Feng is sitting second to left to Sui. (Here case I is not valid because Bran is already 

sitting second to the left of Sui.) 

4. Feng is the son of Ming. Bran is the mother of Ming. 

 

5. Neither Liu nor Sui is the brother of Feng. 



6. Only two persons sit between Ming and Feng’s brother. Since Feng’s brother must be 

a male, so he does not sit on the either side of Sui. It is given that, “no male is an 

immediate neighbor of Sui”. 

 

7. From the above figure, it is clear that Ming one of the daughter of Sui. 

8. Shi sits second to left of Sui’s son (Here case I is not valid). 



 

9. Because Shi is immediate right to Sui, so Shi is a female. 

10. Because Sui’s Son and wife of Sui’s son is immediate neighbor of each other, so Liu is 

Sui’s son’s wife. 

11. Bran is not an immediate neighbor of Ching. 

 

Hence, Liu is the wife of Ching. 

51. The give information can be analyzed as follows, 



 

‘Work’ is not mentioned in the given information. So, we can use a code ‘pa’ for ‘work’ 

which is not mentioned in the information already preset. 

Code for word ‘is’ is ‘nb’ ad code or word ‘everything’ is ‘yr’. 

Thus, in the given coded language ‘work is everything’ can be coded as ‘pa yrnb’. 

52. The give information can be analyzed as follows, 

 

Thus, ‘matter’ is coded as either ‘kp’ or ‘ju’. 

53. The give information can be analyzed as follows,

Thus, in the given coded language the code for ‘love money’ is ‘gitu’ ie ‘tugi’. 



54. The give information can be analyzed as follows, 

 

Here word ‘here’ is coded as ‘mu’; 

Word ‘is’ is coded as ‘nb’; 

And word ‘money’ is coded as ‘tu’. 

Thus, in the given coded language ‘here is money’ is written as ‘mu nbtu’. 

55. The give information can be analyzed as follows, 

 

Thus, in the given coded language the code for ‘everything’ is ‘yr’. 



56. The least possible Venn diagram for the given statements is,

 

Conclusions: 

I. Some doctors are advocates→ it’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

II. All graduates are judges→ it’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

III. Some doctors are graduates→ it’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

IV. Some lawyers are advocates→ it’s clearly true. 

Hence only conclusion IV follows. 

57. The least possible Venn diagram will be, 

 

Conclusions: 

I. Some rich are tigers → it’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

II. Some kings are tigers → it’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

III. No rich is tiger → it’s possible but not definite, hence false. 



But conclusion I and III form complementary pair, hence either conclusion I or III 

follows. 

58. The least possible Venn diagram for the given statements is, 

 

Conclusions: 

I.  No sweets are diet →its possible but not definite, hence false. 

II. No food is cadbury→its possible but not definite, hence false. 

III. Some sweets are diet →its possible but not definite, hence false. 

IV. Some sweets are food →its possible but not definite, hence false. 

Conclusion I and III form a complementary pair. 

Thus either conclusion I or III follows. 

59. The least possibility diagram for the given statements is as follows, 

 

Conclusions: 

I. At least some doctors being honest is a possibility → Possibility is true. 

II. All doctors, if they are smart are also honest →Clearly, doesn’t follow, hence false. 

Hence, only conclusion I follows. 

60.  The least possible Venn diagram for the given statements is as follows, 



 

Conclusions: 

I. Some cars are boxes →It’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

II. No pen is jeep →It’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

III. Some boxes are bags →It’s possible but not definite, hence false. 

IV. Some bags being jeeps is a possibility → Possibility is true as shown below. 

 

Thus only conclusion IV follows. 

61. Seven colleagues: Alka, Esha, Cheena, Googly, Dinky, Fanny, Bunty. 

Seven Banks: Uco, syndicate, SBI, Bank of Maharashtra, Bank of India, Allahabad Bank, 

Andhra Bank.  

Seven months: March, April, July, August, January, November and December. 

1) Cheena goes to Uco Bank in January. 

2) Dinky goes to SBI Bank. 

3) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 



Alka 
  

Esha 
  

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

4) Esha goes in the next month of Alka who goes to Syndicate Bank and. 

5) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

6) The one who goes in November does not go to Syndicate bank. 

7) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

Case 1 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha 
 

April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

Case 2 

Alka Syndicate July 



Esha 
 

August 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

8) Esha goes to the Bank of India. But the one who goes to Bank of India does not go in 

August. (Here case 2 eliminates.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

9) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

(Here, Choice left is only Andhra/Allahabad/Bank of India So he goes to Allahabad 

Bank.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 



Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

10) In the last month of the year, person goes to Andhra Bank. 

(For month and Bank only leftover is Fanny, hence Fanny will go to Andhra Bank in the 

month of December)  

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny Andhra bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

11) The one who goes in Allahabad bank will not go in November nor on July. 

12) The one who goes in SBI will go before the month of November. 

(Hence, Googly will go in November) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 



Googly Bank of Maharashtra November 

Dinky SBI July 

Fanny Andhra Bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank August 

 

Hence this is the final arrangement. 

Bunty goes in August. 

62.  Seven colleagues: Alka, Esha, Cheena, Googly, Dinky, Fanny, Bunty. 

Seven Banks: Uco, syndicate, SBI, Bank of Maharashtra, Bank of India, Allahabad Bank, 

Andhra Bank.  

Seven months: March, April, July, August, January, November and December. 

1) Cheena goes to Uco Bank in January. 

2) Dinky goes to SBI Bank. 

3) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

Alka 
  

Esha 
  

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

4) Esha goes in the next month of Alka who goes to Syndicate Bank and. 

5) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 



6) The one who goes in November does not go to Syndicate bank. 

7) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

Case 1 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha 
 

April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

Case 2 

Alka Syndicate July 

Esha 
 

August 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

8) Esha goes to the Bank of India. But the one who goes to Bank of India does not go in 

August. (Here case 2 eliminates.) 

Alka Syndicate March 



Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

9) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

(Here, Choice left is only Andhra/Allahabad/Bank of India So he goes to Allahabad 

Bank.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

10) In the last month of the year, person goes to Andhra Bank. 

(For month and Bank only leftover is Fanny, hence Fanny will go to Andhra Bank in the 

month of December)  

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 



Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny Andhra bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

11) The one who goes in Allahabad bank will not go in November nor on July. 

12) The one who goes in SBI will go before the month of November. 

(Hence, Googly will go in November) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra November 

Dinky SBI July 

Fanny Andhra Bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank August 

 

Correct option is Uco - cheena - January 

63.  Seven colleagues: Alka, Esha, Cheena, Googly, Dinky, Fanny, Bunty. 

Seven Banks: Uco, syndicate, SBI, Bank of Maharashtra, Bank of India, Allahabad Bank, 

Andhra Bank.  

Seven months: March, April, July, August, January, November and December. 

1) Cheena goes to Uco Bank in January. 



2) Dinky goes to SBI Bank. 

3) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

Alka 
  

Esha 
  

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

4) Esha goes in the next month of Alka who goes to Syndicate Bank and. 

5) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

6) The one who goes in November does not go to Syndicate bank. 

7) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

Case 1 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha 
 

April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 



 

Case 2 

Alka Syndicate July 

Esha 
 

August 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

8) Esha goes to the Bank of India. But the one who goes to Bank of India does not go in 

August. (Here case 2 eliminates.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

9) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

(Here, Choice left is only Andhra/Allahabad/Bank of India So he goes to Allahabad 

Bank.) 



Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

10) In the last month of the year, person goes to Andhra Bank. 

(For month and Bank only leftover is Fanny, hence Fanny will go to Andhra Bank in the 

month of December)  

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny Andhra bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

11) The one who goes in Allahabad bank will not go in November nor on July. 

12) The one who goes in SBI will go before the month of November. 

(Hence, Googly will go in November) 



Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra November 

Dinky SBI July 

Fanny Andhra Bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank Augus 

 

Hence this is the final arrangement. 

Esha will go in April. 

64.  Seven colleagues: Alka, Esha, Cheena, Googly, Dinky, Fanny, Bunty. 

Seven Banks: Uco, syndicate, SBI, Bank of Maharashtra, Bank of India, Allahabad Bank, 

Andhra Bank.  

Seven months: March, April, July, August, January, November and December. 

1) Cheena goes to Uco Bank in January. 

2) Dinky goes to SBI Bank. 

3) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

Alka 
  

Esha 
  

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  



Bunty 
  

 

4) Esha goes in the next month of Alka who goes to Syndicate Bank and. 

5) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

6) The one who goes in November does not go to Syndicate bank. 

7) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

Case 1 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha 
 

April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

Case 2 

Alka Syndicate July 

Esha 
 

August 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 



 

8) Esha goes to the Bank of India. But the one who goes to Bank of India does not go in 

August. (Here case 2 eliminates.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

9) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

(Here, Choice left is only Andhra/Allahabad/Bank of India So he goes to Allahabad 

Bank.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

10) In the last month of the year, person goes to Andhra Bank. 



(For month and Bank only leftover is Fanny, hence Fanny will go to Andhra Bank in the 

month of December)  

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny Andhra bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

11) The one who goes in Allahabad bank will not go in November nor on July. 

12) The one who goes in SBI will go before the month of November. 

(Hence, Googly will go in November) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra November 

Dinky SBI July 

Fanny Andhra Bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank Augus 

 

Hence this is the final arrangement. 

Hence that fanny will go to Andhra bank in December. 

 



 

65. Seven colleagues: Alka, Esha, Cheena, Googly, Dinky, Fanny, Bunty. 

Seven Banks: Uco, syndicate, SBI, Bank of Maharashtra, Bank of India, Allahabad Bank, 

Andhra Bank.  

Seven months: March, April, July, August, January, November and December. 

1) Cheena goes to Uco Bank in January. 

2) Dinky goes to SBI Bank. 

3) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

Alka 
  

Esha 
  

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty 
  

 

4) Esha goes in the next month of Alka who goes to Syndicate Bank and. 

5) Googly goes to Bank of Maharashtra. 

6) The one who goes in November does not go to Syndicate bank. 

7) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

Case 1 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha 
 

April 



Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

Case 2 

Alka Syndicate July 

Esha 
 

August 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty ×BOI, ×Andhra Bank 
 

 

8) Esha goes to the Bank of India. But the one who goes to Bank of India does not go in 

August. (Here case 2 eliminates.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  



Bunty 
  

 

9) Bunty does not go to either Bank of India or Andhra Bank. 

(Here, Choice left is only Andhra/Allahabad/Bank of India So he goes to Allahabad 

Bank.) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny 
  

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 

 

10) In the last month of the year, person goes to Andhra Bank. 

(For month and Bank only leftover is Fanny, hence Fanny will go to Andhra Bank in the 

month of December)  

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra 
 

Dinky SBI 
 

Fanny Andhra bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank 
 



 

11) The one who goes in Allahabad bank will not go in November nor on July. 

12) The one who goes in SBI will go before the month of November. 

(Hence, Googly will go in November) 

Alka Syndicate March 

Esha Bank of India April 

Cheena Uco Bank January 

Googly Bank of Maharashtra November 

Dinky SBI July 

Fanny Andhra Bank December 

Bunty Allahabad Bank Augus 

 

Hence this is the final arrangement. 

Googly will go in month between December and August. 

66.  1) The player from India eats 8 varieties less than the player from Zimbabwe but 

hits 10 more sixes in an average match. 

Country Meals Sixes 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

2) The player in room no. 203 eats 12 varieties per meal and hits 8 sixes on an average in 

each match. 

3) The player in room No. 202 eats twice as much as the number of varieties eaten by 

player, who hits an average of 8 sixes per match, in a meal. 



Thus player of room no 202 will eat 24 variety of meals. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

202 
 

24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

 

4) The player who eats 16 varieties per meal hits 24 sixes per match on an average. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

  
16 24 

 

5) The player in room No. 205 eats 8 varieties per meal and hits 2 sixes less than the 

player from the South Africa on an average in a match. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

 

6) The England player is staying one rooms after the Zimbabwe player who is staying 

one rooms after the South African player. 

7) Four times the number of varieties in a meal eaten by the player in room No. 204 is 

lesser than the number of sixes hit by him in an average match. 

So we have 2 cases, 

Case 1 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 
 

24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 



204 
 

A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 
   

 

Case 2 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 
   

202 South Africa 24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

204 Zimbabwe A >4A 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

206 England 
  

 

8) The player from Bangladesh and the player in room no. 206 eat a combined 40 

varieties in a meal. 

Bangladesh + R.no.206 = 40 (variety of meal) 

Here we have 2 places for 16, 24 meal and sixes combination. If we consider the 1st table 

and put 16 in room no 206. Then 202 will be Bangladesh and 16 + 24 = 40. Therefore 

case 1 is correct. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 



204 India A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Now as we know, 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India 4 18 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Thus the player of Australia hits 24 sixes on an average. 

67.  1) The player from India eats 8 varieties less than the player from Zimbabwe but 

hits 10 more sixes in an average match. 

Country Meals Sixes 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 



 

2) The player in room no. 203 eats 12 varieties per meal and hits 8 sixes on an average in 

each match. 

3) The player in room No. 202 eats twice as much as the number of varieties eaten by 

player, who hits an average of 8 sixes per match, in a meal. 

Thus player of room no 202 will eat 24 variety of meals. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

202 
 

24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

 

4) The player who eats 16 varieties per meal hits 24 sixes per match on an average. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

  
16 24 

 

5) The player in room No. 205 eats 8 varieties per meal and hits 2 sixes less than the 

player from the South Africa on an average in a match. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

 

6) The England player is staying one rooms after the Zimbabwe player who is staying 

one rooms after the South African player. 

7) Four times the number of varieties in a meal eaten by the player in room No. 204 is 

lesser than the number of sixes hit by him in an average match. 

So we have 2 cases, 

Case 1 



Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 
 

24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 
 

A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 
   

 

Case 2 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 
   

202 South Africa 24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

204 Zimbabwe A >4A 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

206 England 
  

 

8) The player from Bangladesh and the player in room no. 206 eat a combined 40 

varieties in a meal. 

Bangladesh + R.no.206 = 40 (variety of meal) 

Here we have 2 places for 16, 24 meal and sixes combination. If we consider the 1st table 

and put 16 in room no 206. Then 202 will be Bangladesh and 16 + 24 = 40. Therefore 

case 1 is correct. 



Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Now as we know, 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India 4 18 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Thus the player of Australia is staying in room No. 206. 

 

 



68.  1) The player from India eats 8 varieties less than the player from Zimbabwe but 

hits 10 more sixes in an average match. 

Country Meals Sixes 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

2) The player in room no. 203 eats 12 varieties per meal and hits 8 sixes on an average in 

each match. 

3) The player in room No. 202 eats twice as much as the number of varieties eaten by 

player, who hits an average of 8 sixes per match, in a meal. 

Thus player of room no 202 will eat 24 variety of meals. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

202 
 

24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

 

4) The player who eats 16 varieties per meal hits 24 sixes per match on an average. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

  
16 24 

 

5) The player in room No. 205 eats 8 varieties per meal and hits 2 sixes less than the 

player from the South Africa on an average in a match. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

205 
 

8 South African-2 



 

6) The England player is staying one rooms after the Zimbabwe player who is staying 

one rooms after the South African player. 

7) Four times the number of varieties in a meal eaten by the player in room No. 204 is 

lesser than the number of sixes hit by him in an average match. 

So we have 2 cases, 

Case 1 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 
 

24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 
 

A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 
   

 

Case 2 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 
   

202 South Africa 24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

204 Zimbabwe A >4A 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

206 England 
  



 

8) The player from Bangladesh and the player in room no. 206 eat a combined 40 

varieties in a meal. 

Bangladesh + R.no.206 = 40 (variety of meal) 

Here we have 2 places for 16, 24 meal and sixes combination. If we consider the 1st table 

and put 16 in room no 206. Then 202 will be Bangladesh and 16 + 24 = 40. Therefore 

case 1 is correct. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Now as we know, 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India 4 18 



205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Thus 12 varieties of food is eaten by Zimbabwe player in his meal. 

69.  1) The player from India eats 8 varieties less than the player from Zimbabwe but 

hits 10 more sixes in an average match. 

Country Meals Sixes 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

2) The player in room no. 203 eats 12 varieties per meal and hits 8 sixes on an average in 

each match. 

3) The player in room No. 202 eats twice as much as the number of varieties eaten by 

player, who hits an average of 8 sixes per match, in a meal. 

Thus player of room no 202 will eat 24 variety of meals. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

202 
 

24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

 

4) The player who eats 16 varieties per meal hits 24 sixes per match on an average. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

  
16 24 

 

5) The player in room No. 205 eats 8 varieties per meal and hits 2 sixes less than the 

player from the South Africa on an average in a match. 



Room No Country Meals Sixes 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

 

6) The England player is staying one rooms after the Zimbabwe player who is staying 

one rooms after the South African player. 

7) Four times the number of varieties in a meal eaten by the player in room No. 204 is 

lesser than the number of sixes hit by him in an average match. 

So we have 2 cases, 

Case 1 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 
 

24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 
 

A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 
   

 

Case 2 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 
   

202 South Africa 24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

204 Zimbabwe A >4A 



205 
 

8 South African-2 

206 England 
  

 

8) The player from Bangladesh and the player in room no. 206 eat a combined 40 

varieties in a meal. 

Bangladesh + R.no.206 = 40 (variety of meal) 

Here we have 2 places for 16, 24 meal and sixes combination. If we consider the 1st table 

and put 16 in room no 206. Then 202 will be Bangladesh and 16 + 24 = 40. Therefore 

case 1 is correct. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Now as we know, 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 



203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India 4 18 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Thus the average number of sixes hit by the Indian player is 18. 

70.  1) The player from India eats 8 varieties less than the player from Zimbabwe but 

hits 10 more sixes in an average match. 

Country Meals Sixes 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

2) The player in room no. 203 eats 12 varieties per meal and hits 8 sixes on an average in 

each match. 

3) The player in room No. 202 eats twice as much as the number of varieties eaten by 

player, who hits an average of 8 sixes per match, in a meal. 

Thus player of room no 202 will eat 24 variety of meals. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

202 
 

24 
 

203 
 

12 8 

 

4) The player who eats 16 varieties per meal hits 24 sixes per match on an average. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

  
16 24 



 

5) The player in room No. 205 eats 8 varieties per meal and hits 2 sixes less than the 

player from the South Africa on an average in a match. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

 

6) The England player is staying one rooms after the Zimbabwe player who is staying 

one rooms after the South African player. 

7) Four times the number of varieties in a meal eaten by the player in room No. 204 is 

lesser than the number of sixes hit by him in an average match. 

So we have 2 cases, 

Case 1 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 
 

24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 
 

A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 
   

 

Case 2 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 
   

202 South Africa 24 
 



203 
 

12 8 

204 Zimbabwe A >4A 

205 
 

8 South African-2 

206 England 
  

 

8) The player from Bangladesh and the player in room no. 206 eat a combined 40 

varieties in a meal. 

Bangladesh + R.no.206 = 40 (variety of meal) 

Here we have 2 places for 16, 24 meal and sixes combination. If we consider the 1st table 

and put 16 in room no 206. Then 202 will be Bangladesh and 16 + 24 = 40. Therefore 

case 1 is correct. 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 

201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India A >4A 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Now as we know, 

India X S 

Zimbabwe X+8 S – 10 

 

Room No Country Meals Sixes 



201 South Africa 
  

202 Bangladesh 24 
 

203 Zimbabwe 12 8 

204 India 4 18 

205 England 8 South African-2 

206 Australia 16 24 

 

Thus, England player staying in 205. 

71. From the given conditions we draw the following table: 

A is 

$ # @ % ⋆ 

≥  <  > ≤  = 

Than B 

 

Given statements are: T⋆ R, R @ Y, U % Y, U # F 

⇒ T = R, R > Y, U ≤ Y, U < F 

On combining: T = R > Y ≥ U < F 

Conclusions: 

I. T @ U → T > U (True) 

II. U⋆T → U = T (False as U < T) 

III. F @ Y → F > Y (False as clear relation between F and Y can’t be established) 

Hence only conclusion I is true. 

 



72. From the given conditions we draw the following table: 

A is 

$ # @ % ⋆ 

≥  <  > ≤  = 

Than B 

 

Given statements are: A @ Y, Y # E, E % M, M @ O 

⇒ A > Y, Y < E, E ≤ M, M > O 

On combining: A > Y < E ≤ M > O 

Conclusions: 

I. A @ M → A > M (False as clear relation between A and M can’t be established) 

II. Y @ O → Y > O (False as clear relation between Y and O can’t be established) 

III. A # E → A < E (False as clear relation between A and E can’t be established) 

Hence none of the conclusion is true. 

73. From the given conditions we draw the following table: 

A is 

$ # @ % ⋆ 

≥  <  > ≤  = 

Than B 

 

Given statements are: W # N, N % E, E⋆ C, C # L 

⇒ W < N, N ≤ E, E = C, C < L 

On combining: W < N ≤ E = C < L 



Conclusions: 

I. W # E → W < E (True) 

II. W⋆ E → W = E (False as W < E) 

III. N % L→ N ≤ L (False as N < L) 

Hence only conclusion I is true. 

74. From the given conditions we draw the following table: 

A is 

$ # @ % ⋆ 

≥  <  > ≤  = 

Than B 

 

Given statements are: K @ E, M% E, M$C, D⋆M 

⇒ K > E, M ≤ E, M ≥ C, D = M 

On combining: K > E ≥ M = D ≥ C 

Conclusions: 

I. K $ C → K ≥ C (False as K > C) 

II. K @ C → K > C (True) 

III. E $ D → E ≥ D (True) 

Hence only conclusion II and III are true. 

75. From the given conditions we draw the following table: 

A is 

$ # @ % ⋆ 

≥  <  > ≤  = 



Than B 

 

Given statements are: K @ U, U $ N, N⋆ C, C # R 

⇒ K > U, U ≥ N, N = C, C < R 

On combining: K > U ≥ N = C < R 

Conclusions: 

I. K $ N →K ≥ N (False as K > U ≥ N → K > N) 

II. N⋆ R →N = R (False asN = C < R →N < R) 

III. K @ C →K > C (True as K > U ≥ N = C→K > C) 

Hence only conclusion III is true. 

76. Now solving the given statements: 

I. Sambit is the only brother of Mohini and son of Sangita.           

II. Sujit is the only son of Manoj. 

III. Sangita is the daughter in law of Manoj. 

 



 

Hence, Sujit is the father of Mohini and all the statements are required to answer the 

question. 

77.  I. E is shorter than only B. 

This implies B is tallest and E is second tallest. But third tallest can be anyone of A, C or 

D. 

So, statement I is not alone sufficient. 

II. C is taller than A. D is the shortest of all 

C >A and relation between B, D and E is missing. 

So, statement II is not alone sufficient. 

By combining both the statements: 

B > E > C > A >D 

So, C is third tallest among them. 

Hence, data in both the statements I & II together are necessary to answer the question. 

78. From statement 1: Nitesh walked 15 km form the starting point and took a left 

turn. 

As we don’t know that initially Nitesh is walking in which direction so we can’t find the 

answer. 



Hence statement 1 alone is not sufficient to answer the question. 

From statement 2: He was walking towards North before taking a left turn. 

Thus he is walking now in West direction after taking a left turn. 

Note: Left turn means going in anticlockwise direction. 

Hence statement 2 alone is sufficient to answer the question. 

79. Statement I: Village ‘B is to the North of village A. Villages C and D are to the East 

and West of village B. respectively. 

 

Hence village C is towards North east of village A. 

Hence information in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question. 

Statement II: Village ‘P’ is to the South of village ‘A’ and village ‘E’ is to the East of 

village ‘P’, village ‘K’ is to the North of village ‘P’. 



 

Here information regarding village to the north east of village A is not given. 

Hence information in statement II alone is not sufficient to answer the question. 

Hence data in Statements I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in 

Statement II alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



80. 

 

From statement 1: B and D are sisters of M. 

 

From statement 2: M’s father T is husband of W. 



 

From statement 3: Out of the three children, which T has, only one is a boy → it tells 

that T has two daughters.  

And statement 2 tells that T is husband of W 

Thus only statement 2 and 3 are sufficient to tell that W has two daughters. 

81.   I isn't necessarily true since there could be possible scenario where the market 

expanded, the population increased and the sales of both Apple and Samsung went up. 

And nor is II. You can experience growth from a high number as well. Note that we are 

looking for assumptions that are necessarily true. Hence, Option 4) is the correct 

answer. 

82.   In no way is it said that India will go on a war for such a reason. And therefore I 

isn't necessarily true. The fact that he says that India will no longer tolerate means that 

it is the last warning for Pakistan. Hence, II is true and Option 2) is the correct answer. 

83.  I is implicit. While the public who chose them and gave them entry to the 

parliament is organizing parades every day for the scrapping of Section 377, the 

government continues to ignore the cries and terms homosexuality as 'unnatural'. II is 

implicit as no one wants to go to jail and have a criminal record. Hence, Option 5 is the 

correct answer 

84.    Both statements are effects of some independent causes because : 

i) Central govt. has increased the stamp duty on house purchasing may be due to the 

revised tax norms. 

ii) And decrease in real estate prices may be due to slump in market. 

Hence both the statements (A) and (B) are effects of independent cause. 

85.     During a match between strong teams such as Australia and South Africa, there is 

always bound to be a side towards which the odds sway. But there can only be one. 



Hence, it's either that South Africa is the favourite team and more likely to win, or its 

Australia. But both can't have be it simultaneously. And therefore only one of I and II is 

true. Hence, Option 3) is the correct answer. 

86.     The fact that the government has gone to the extent of making the possession of 

old currency notes a criminal offence clearly shows that it wants to completely remove 

the old currency notes from the system flow. Hence, II is implicit. But the same cannot 

be said about I. There's not even a slight mention of the replacement of currency. There 

could a scenario possible where maybe the government plans to experiment with only 

small denominations for a while before taking any decision. Hence, Option 2 is the 

correct answer. 

87.      The passage states that the fever in a person, 120 days after having moved out of 

the malaria zone is not because of the parasite as the red blood cells in which the 

parasite resides are eliminated from a person’s body within 120 days and because 

parasites cannot move to the next generation of cells. This can be weakened only if there 

is an alternate way in which the parasite resides. This is stated in option 4. Thus, it 

weakens the conclusion. 

88.     DNR is a legal order written either in the hospital or on a legal form to withhold 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) or advanced cardiac life support (ACLS), in 

respect of the wishes of a patient in case their heart were to stop or they were to stop 

breathing. A cardiac arrest requires immediate attention, without which the patient will 

most probably die. Hence, I is implicit. If he wanted to die, he wouldn't come in the 

hospital for a surgery in the first place. Hence, II is not implicit. Option 1) is the correct 

answer. 

89.    Personal life obviously refers to his family, and since he already stated that he 

wants to concentrate on his personal life it is certain that handling such a huge 

responsibility might taken a toll on his personal life earlier and now he wants to give 

them time. Therefore, I is true. But there is no mention of being irritated even if he has 

white hair. So inference 2 is incorrect. Option 2 is the correct answer. 

 



90.     The printing press is obviously printing currency as much as it can. But it is 

stated that it is deficient, and hence implies I that the demand is too high. II is also 

implicit since if it were well equipped, it'd have been able to increase the supply as per 

the need. Hence, option 5) is the correct answer. 

Quantitative Aptitude 

Solutions 

91. Ratio of savings and expenditure of Lucy in a month = 2:7 

Ratio of savings and expenditure of Lucy’s husband in a month = 1:3 

Let us suppose that savings and expenditure of Lucy be 2t and 7t, respectively, 

and, let us suppose that savings and expenditure of Lucy’s husband be y and 3y, 

respectively, 

If Lucy starts savings Rs. 1000 more, 

Savings of Lucy = Savings of Lucy’s husband. 

2t + 1000 = y --------- (i) 

Also, total expenditure = Rs. 16000 

7t + 3y = 16000 -------- (ii) 

Multiply equation (i) by 3 and add A to equation (ii) 

3(2t + 1000) + 7t + 3y = 3y + 16000 

⇒ 6t + 3000 + 7t = 16000 

13t = 13000 

t= 1000 

Substitute in equation (i) 

2 × 1000 + 1000 = y 



⇒ y = 3000 

∴ Total savings in a month = 2t + y = 2 × 1000 + 3000 = 5000 

∴ Total savings in a year = 12 × 5000 = Rs. 60000 

92. Let the speed of Anil in still water x mph 

and the speed of the current y mph 

Then, Speed upstream = (x - y) mph 

Speed downstream = (x + y) mph 

Distance between source and destination = 12 miles 

Time taken to travel upstream - Time taken to travel downstream = 6 hours 

∵time × speed = distance 

⇒
12

𝑥 − 𝑦
−

12

𝑥 + 𝑦
= 6 

⇒ 12(x + y) − 12(x − y) = 6 (x − y)(x + y) 

⇒ 12x + 12y - 12x + 12y = 6x2 – 6y2 

⇒ 24y = 6x2 – 6y2 

⇒ 4y = x2 – y2 

⇒ x2 = 4y + y2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - equation (1) 

Now Anil doubles his speed. i.e., his new speed = 2x 

So Speed upstream = (2x - y) mph 

Speed downstream = (2x + y) mph 

In this case, 

Time taken to travel upstream - Time taken to travel downstream = 1 hour 

⇒
12

2𝑥 − 𝑦
−

12

2𝑥 + 𝑦
= 1 

 

⇒ 12 × 2x + 12y – 12 × 2x – 12y = (2x – y) (2x + y) 



⇒ 24x + 12y - 24x + 12y = 4x2 – y2 

⇒ 24y = 4x2 – y2 

⇒ 4x2 = 24y + y2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - equation (2) 

Equation (1) × 4, 

⇒ 4x2 = 16y + 4y2 

⇒ 24y + y2 = 16y + 4y2 (Substituting value of 4x2 from equation 2) 

⇒ 3y2 = 8y 

⇒ y = 8/3 

Hence the answer is 8/3 = 2
2

3
 

 

93. Let the number of workers be x. 

The average salary per head of all the workers in a company is Rs. 90. 

So, the sum of salary of all the workers in the company = Rs. 90x 

The average salary of 12 officers is Rs. 520. 

So, the total salary of 12 officers = Rs. (520 × 12) = Rs. 6240 

The average salary per head of the rest is Rs. 80. 

Number of remaining workers = (x – 12) 

Then, total salary of the remaining workers = Rs. [80 × (x – 12)] 

We can write, 6240 + [80 × (x - 12)] = 90x 

⇒ 6240 + 80x - 960 = 90x 

⇒ 90x – 80x = 5280 

⇒ 10x = 5280 

⇒ x = 5280/10 = 528 



∴The number of total workers in the company is 528. 

94. We know that, area of rectangle, A = length × breadth 

∴The area of the filed = 130 × 90 = 11700 m2 

Now, a road of 15 m width is built just inside the borders of the field. 

∴the length and breadth of inner rectangle would be 15 metres less on both 

sides than the outer rectangle. 

∴ Length of inner rectangle = 130 – 15 – 15 = 100 m 

Breadth of inner rectangle = 90 – 15 – 15 = 60 m 

∴ Area of inner rectangle = 100 × 60 = 6000 m2   

Now, area of road = area of rectangular field – area of inner rectangle 

∴area of road = 11700 – 6000 = 5700 m2 

95. Total work done by A and B in 2 days = (1/9) + (1/12) 

= 7/36 

Work done in 5 pairs of days = (5 × 7/36) 

= 35/36 

Remaining work = (1 – 35/36) 

= 1/36 

On 11th day, it is A’s turn. 1/9 work is done by him in 1 day. 

1/36 work is done by him in (9 × 1/36) = 1/4 day 

⇒Total time taken = (10 + 1/4) days 

= 10
1

4
𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

96. The pattern of given series is: 

→ 13, 



→ 14 = 13 + 12 - 0, 

→ 21 = 14 + 32 - 2, 

→ 42 = 21 + 52 - 4, 

→ 85 = 42 + 72 - 6, 

→ ? = 85 + 92 - 8, 

→ ? = 158 

Thus, the missing number is 158 

97. The pattern of given series is: 

→ 1, 

→ 6 = 1 × 6, 

→ 33 = 6 × 5.5, 

→ 165 = 33 × 5, 

→ 742.5 = 165 × 4.5, 

→ 2970 = 742.5 × 4, 

→ 10395 = 2970 × 3.5, 

Thus, the wrong number is 740 and the correct number is 742.5. 

98. The pattern of given series is: 

→ 240, 

→ 120 = (240 ÷ 4) × 2, 

→ 90 = (120 ÷ 4) × 3, 

→ 90 = (90 ÷ 4) × 4, 

→ ? = (90 ÷ 4) × 5, 

→ ? = 112.5 



→ 168.75 = (112.5 ÷ 4) × 6, 

The missing number is 112.5 

99. 2 = 13 +1 

10 = 23 +2 

30 = 33 +3 

68 = 43 +4 

125 ≠ 53 +5 

222 = 63 + 6 

Hence, 125 is the wrong number in the series. 

100. The given series is in the pattern: 

→ 7 = 23 – 13 

→ 37 = 43 – 33 

→ 91 = 63 – 53 

→ 167 ≠ 83 – 73 = 169 

→ 271 = 103 – 93 

→ 397 = 123 – 113 

So, the wrong term in the series is 167. 

101. Total number of students in 2015 = 4200 

Number of boys in 2015 = 4200 ×
1

1+2
= 4200 ×

1

3
= 1400 

Number of boys failed = 1400 − 1400 ×
70

100
= 1400 − 980 = 420 

 

Number of girls in 2015 = 4200 – 1400 = 2800 

Number of girls failed = 2800 ×
15

100
= 420 



Total no of students failed = Number of boys failed + Number of girls failed = 420 + 420 

= 840 

Required percentage =
420×100

840
= 50% 

 

102. Total number of students in 2012 = 4000 

Number of boys = 4000 ×
3

3+5
= 4000 ×

3

8
= 1500 

 

Number of boys passed = 1500 ×
50

100
= 750 

 

Number of girls = 4000– 1500 = 2500 

 

Number of girls failed = 2500 ×
15

100
= 375 

 

∴ required percent =
375×100

750
= 50% 

 

103. Total number of students in 2014 = 3600 

Number of boys in 2014 = 3600 ×
1

1+3
= 3600 ×

1

4
= 900 

 

Passed boys in 2014 = 900 ×
52

100
= 468 

 

No boys failed in the examination= 900 – 468 = 432 

104. Total number of students in 2012 = 4000 

Number of girls in 2012 = 4000 ×
5

5+3
= 4000 ×

5

8
= 2500 

 

Total number of students in 2015= 4200 



Number of girls in 2015 = 4200 ×
2

2+1
= 4200 ×

2

3
= 2800 

 

∴the required ratio = 2500 : 2800 = 25 : 28 

105. Total number of students in 2011 = 3000 

No of girls = 3000 ×
7

7+8
= 3000 ×

7

15
= 1400 

 

Percentage of girls who failed = 20% 

Then, number of girls who failed =
20

100
× 1400 = 280 

 

Then, number of girls who passed = 1400 – 280 = 1120 

106. Let x kg of rice worth Rs. 12.85 per kg be mixed. 

Now total cost of this ‘x’ kg of rice = 12.85x 

∴ Total cost of mixture = (14.80 × 25) + 12.85x = 370 + 12.85x 

∵The trader will sell the mixture at Rs. 16 per kg 

∴ Total selling price = [16 × (25 + x)] = 400 + 16x 

Now, as given in question trader makes a profit of 15%, and we all know that 

Cost price = Selling price – Profit 

∴ 370 + 12.85x = 400 + 16x – 15% (400 + 16x) 

⇒ 15% (400 + 16x) = 30 + 3.15x 

⇒ 400 + 16x = 100 × (30 + 3.15x) / 15 

⇒ 400 + 16x = 200 + 21x 

⇒ 200 = 5x 

⇒ x = 40kgs 



107. Profit received by Bimal for managing the business = 12.5 % of Rs. 8800 =12.5/100 

× 8800 = Rs. 1100 

∴ Balance profit = Rs. 8800 – 1100 = Rs. 7700. 

Ratio of investment of Bimal: Aditya = 50, 000: 60, 000 = 5: 6 

∴ Profit shared by Bimal due to his investment = 5/11 × 7700 = 3500. 

∴ Total Profit shared by Bimal = Rs. 1100 + Rs. 3500 = Rs. 4600 

108. Let present age of Jenny’s mother be T years. 

Jenny is 28 years younger than her mother. 

⇒ Jenny’s age = (T – 28) years 

Jenny’s father is 2 years elder than Jenny’s mother 

⇒ Jenny’s father age = (T+2) years. 

After 23 years, Jenny will be half of her father’s age. 

⇒ T – 28 + 23 = (1/2) × (T + 2 + 23) 

⇒ 2(T – 5) = T + 25 

⇒ 2T – 10 = T + 25 

⇒ T = 35 

∴ Jenny’s mother’s age is 35 years, and 3 years back it was 32 years. 

109. Given Equation is, 

⇒ [63 × 92] ÷ (24 + 2) =? 

⇒ [216 × 81] ÷ (16 + 2) =? 

⇒ ? = (216 × 81)/18 

⇒ ? = 972 

Hence, the required answer is 972 



110. Follow BODMAS rule to solve this question, as per the order given below, 

Step-1-Parts of an equation enclosed in 'Brackets' must be solved first, 

Step-2-Any mathematical 'Of' or 'Exponent' must be solved next, 

Step-3-Next, the parts of the equation that contain 'Division' and 'Multiplication' are 

calculated, 

Step-4-Last but not least, the parts of the equation that contain 'Addition' and 

'Subtraction' should be calculated. 

Now, given expression: 

= [
3

2
+
1

2
{
3

4
−
1

2
(
7

8
−
3

4
)}] 

= [
3

2
+
1

2
{
3

4
−
1

2
(
7

8
−
6

8
)}] 

= [
3

2
+
1

2
{
3

4
−
1

2
(
1

8
)}] 

= [
3

2
+
1

2
{
3

4
−

1

16
}] 

= [
3

2
+
1

2
{
12

16
−

1

16
}] 

= [
3

2
+
1

2
{
11

16
}] 

= [
3

2
+
11

32
] 

= [
48

32
+
11

32
] 

= 59/32 

111.Follow BODMAS rule to solve this question, as per the order given below, 

Step-1- Parts of an equation enclosed in 'Brackets' must be solved first, and in the 

bracket, the BODMAS rule must be followed, 



Step-2- Any mathematical 'Of' or 'Exponent' must be solved next, 

Step-3-Next, the parts of the equation that contain 'Division' and 'Multiplication' are 

calculated, 

Step-4-Last but not least, the parts of the equation that contain 'Addition' and 

'Subtraction' should be calculated. 

Now, given expression: 

⇒ (50% of 8.4 × 25) ÷ (24 × 4.5 ÷ 3) =? 

⇒ (0.5 × 8.4 × 32) ÷ (16 × 4.5 ÷ 3) =? 

⇒ (4.2 × 32) ÷ (16 × 1.5) = ? 

⇒ 134.4 ÷ 24 = ? 

⇒ ? =5.6 

112. In this type of question, we are expected to calculate approximate value (not 

exact value), so we can replace the given numbers by their nearest perfect places which 

makes the calculation easy. 

We can write the given values as:; 

42.07 ≈ 42 and 7.998 ≈ 8 

Now, the given expression: 

⇒ 42.07 × 7.998 + (?)2 = 202 

⇒ 42 × 8 + (?)2 ≈ 400 

⇒ (?)2 ≈ 400 -336 ≈ 64 

⇒ (?)2 ≈ 64 

⇒ (?) ≈ 8 

Hence, the required answer is 8. 



113. As we know that we are not expected to calculate the exact value so we can replace 

the given numbers by their nearest number to make the calculation easy. 

Now, given expression – 

179.99 ÷ 3.001 × 2.005 = ? 

Or, we can write it as – 

180 ÷ 3 × 2 ≈ ? 

⇒ ? ≈ 60 × 2 

⇒? ≈ 120 

114. The chances that a random piece of products P, Q, R and S is found to be defective 

are 20%, 30%, 5% and 10%, respectively. 

In terms of probability, this can be stated as probability that a random piece of products 

P, Q, R and S is found to be defective are 0.20, 0.30, 0.05 and 0.10, respectively. 

There can be four cases when exactly three of chosen pieces are defective. 

Case i) Only P, Q and R are defective 

Probability = 0.2 × 0.3 × 0.05 × (1-0.1) = 0.0027 

Case ii) Only P, Q and S are defective 

Probability = 0.2 × 0.3 × (1-0.05) × 0.1 = 0.0057 

Case iii) Only P, R and S are defective 

Probability = 0.2 × (1-0.3) × 0.05 × 0.1 = 0.0007 

Case iv) Only Q, R and S are defective 

Probability = (1-0.2) × 0.3 × 0.05 × 0.1 = 0.0012 

∴ Probability that exactly three of them are found to be defective = 0.0103 

115. Base perimeter = 8.8 m 

Base perimeter (circumference) of a cylinder = 2πr ( r : radius) 



2πr = 8.8 

⇒ 𝑟 =
8.8

2 ×
22
7

 

⇒ r = 1.4 m 

Curved surface area of a cylinder = circumference (base perimeter) × height of cylinder 

⇒ 8.8 × H = 26.4 

⇒ H = 26.4/8.8 

⇒ H = 3 m 

Amount of concrete to build a cylindrical pillar = volume of the cylinder 

Volume of a cylinder = πr2H 

⇒ (22/7) × 1.4 × 1.4 × 3 

⇒ 18.48 m3 

Amount of concrete required = 18.48 m3 

116.  Let the amount borrows = P 

We know the formula for simple interest- 

𝑆. 𝐼. =
𝑃 × 𝑅 × 𝑇

100
 

Where: 

S.I. = simple interest 

P = principal 

R = rate = 3% 

T = time = 1 yr 

𝑆. 𝐼. =
𝑃 × 3 × 1

100
=

3P

100
 



He lends it to another person at 6% per annum compound interest compounded half 

yearly 

We know the formula for compound interest- 

𝐴 = 𝑃(1 +
𝑅

100
)𝑇 

Where, 

A = Amount 

P = Principal 

R = Rate of interest (half yearly) = 6/2 = 3% 

T = Time period (half yearly) = 2 half years 

C.I. = A – P 

𝐶. 𝐼. = 𝑃 × (1 +
3

100
)2 − 𝑃

⇒ 𝐶. 𝐼. = 𝑃 × (
103

100
) × (

103

100
) − 𝑃

 

⇒ C.I. = P × (609/10000) 

Given That, C.I. – S.I. = 618 

⇒
609𝑃

10000
−

3𝑃

100
= 618 

 

⇒ P = (618 × 10000)/309 

⇒ P = 20,000 

117. Total number of customers staying in Amir Plaza = 700 

According to the information given in the question, 20% of the customers staying in 

Amir Plaza are in Non AC suits, one-fourth (i.e. 25%) of the total number of customers 

are staying in Super Deluxe suits and 23% of the customers of Amir Plaza are in Regular 

suits. 



∴ Number of customers in Deluxe suits of Amir Plaza = [100 – (20 + 25 + 23)] % of 700 

= 32% of 700 = 224 

∴ Amount generated = 224 × 550 = Rs. 123200 

118. Number of customers staying in Amir Plaza = 700 

∵Baugban has 30% more customers than Amir Plaza, 

Number of customers staying in Baugban = 700 + 30% of 700 = 910 

No. of customers staying in Amir Plaza in Non AC suits = 20% of 700 = 140 

According to the information given in the problem, one-fourth (i.e. 25%) of the total 

number of customers staying in Amir Plaza are staying in Superdeluxe suits and total 

number of customers staying in Super Deluxe suits in both the hotels together is 480. 

∴ Number of customers staying in the Super Deluxe suits of Baugban = 480 – (25% of 

700) = 480 – 175 = 305 

∴ Number of customers staying in Non AC suits in Baugban 

= Total customers – (Customers in Regular suits + Customers in Deluxe suits + 

Customers in Super Deluxe suits) 

= 910 – [(30 % 0f 910) + (10% of 910) + 305] = 910 – 669 = 241 

∴ Total number of Customers in Non AC suits in both the hotels together = 140 + 241 = 

381 

∴Required percentage =
381

700
× 100 = 54.42% ≈ 54% 

 

119. Number of Customers staying in Amir plaza = 700 

∵Baugban has 30% more customers than Amir Plaza, 

Number of customers staying in Baugban = 700 + 30% of 700 = 910 

According to the information given in the question, one-fourth of the total number of 

customers staying in Amir Plaza are in Super Deluxe suits. 



∴ Number of customers staying in super Deluxe suits of Amir Plaza = 25% of 700 = 175 

Also, Total number of customers in Regular suits and Deluxe suits together of Baugban 

= 30% of 910 + 10% of 910 = 273 + 91 = 364 

∴difference between the two quantities = 364 – 175 = 189 

 

120. Number of customers staying in Amir Plaza = 700 

∵Baugban has 30% more customers than Amir Plaza, 

Number of customers staying in Baugban = 700 + 30% of 700 = 910 

∵ In Amir Plaza, 20% of the customers are staying in Non AC suits, 

Number of customers staying in the Non AC suits of Amir Plaza = 20% of 700 = 140 

According to the information given in the problem, one-fourth (i.e. 25%) of the total 

number of customers staying in Amir Plaza are in Super Deluxe suits and total number 

of customers staying in Super Deluxe suits in both the hotels together is 480. 

∴ Number of customers staying in the Super Deluxe suits of Baugban = 480 – (25% of 

700) = 480 – 175 = 305 

∴ Total number of customers staying in the Non AC suits of Amir Plaza and Super 

Deluxe suits of Baugban together = 140 + 305 =445 

121. Number of customers staying in Ameer Plaza = 700 

∵Baugban has 30% more customers than Ameer plaza, 

Number of customers staying in Baugban = 700 + (30% of 700) = 910 

∵30% of the number of customers of Baugban are staying in Regular suits of Baugban, 

Number of customers staying in Regular suits of Baugban = 30% of 910 = 273 

According to the information given in the question, in Ameer Plaza, 20% of the 

customers are staying in Non AC suits, one-fourth (i.e. 25%) of the total number of 



customers are staying in Super Deluxe suits and 23% of the customers of Ameer Plaza 

are in Regular suits. 

∴ Number of customers in Deluxe suits of Ameer plaza = [100 – (20 + 25 + 23)]% of 700 

= 32% 0f 700 = 224 

∴ required ratio = 273:224 = 39:32 

122. We have to calculate Siddhi’s age 

Using statement 1: 

Siddhi is 3 times younger than Rani. 

Assume that Siddhi’s age is S. 

⇒ Rani’s age is 3S. 

No specific value of S can be calculated from the given information. 

 So, the data in Statement I alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

Using statement 2: 

Suresh is twice the age of Rani and the sum of their ages is 72. 

Assume that Suresh’s age is W. 

If Rani’s age is R then, W = 2R ………………. (1) 

∴W + R = 72 ………………… (2) 

We have 2 equations [(1) & (2)] & two variables. 

Solving them simultaneously we get, R = 24 & W = 48. 

But Siddhi’s age cannot be calculate from here. 

So, the data in Statement II alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

Combining statement 1 & statement 2: 

From statement 1: Rani’s age is 3S (Where S = age of Siddhi) 

From statement 2: Rani’s age is 24 



⇒ 3S = 24 

⇒ S = 8 

∴ Siddhi’s age is 8 years. 

∴The data either in both the statement I and II together are necessary to answer the 

question. 

123. let the minimum marks be x 

From statement I, 

Abhishek scored 162 marks in a test and failed by 104 marks 

x = 162 + 104 = 266 

but since we don’t know maximum marks of the exam, we can not calculate minimum 

passing percentage. 

∴The statement I alone is not sufficient to answer the question 

From statement II, 

The maximum marks of the test are 538 more marks obtained by Abhishek 

Here we don’t know how much marks Abhishek has obtained. 

∴The statement II alone is not sufficient to answer the question 

Combining I and II, 

Minimum marks, x = 266 

Maximum marks = score of Abhishek + 538 

= 162 + 538 

= 700 

∴Both statements I and II together are needed to answer the question 

124. From Statement 1, 

Let the length, breadth and height of a cuboid be 2x, 3x, 4x 



Volume of cuboid = length × breadth × height 

Given that volume of the cuboid is 5184 m3 

 2x × 3x × 4x = 5184 m3 

⇒ 5184 = 24x3    

⇒x3 = 5184/24 

⇒x3 = 216 

⇒ x = 6 

Length = 2 × 6 = 12m 

Breadth = 3 × 6 = 18m 

Height = 4 × 6 = 24m 

Length of diagonal of a cuboid 

= √l2 + b2 + h2

= √122 + 182 + 242 = √144 + 324 + 576 = √1044 = 32.31m
 

 

Statement 1 alone is sufficient to answer the question. 

From statement (ii) 

Surface area of cuboid = 2 (l × b + b × h + h × l) 

2062 = 2 (l × b + b × h + h × l) 

But the dimensions of a cuboid are not provided to us in the second condition. 

∴ Body diagonal cannot be found using the given data. 

Therefore, statement (ii) alone is not sufficient to answer the question. 

125. From statement I: 

log (X2 + 4X + 4) = 2 ⇒ X2 + 4X + 4 = 102⇒ (X+2)2 = 102⇒ X+2 = ± 10 ⇒ X = 8 or -12 

Hence, statement I is not sufficient to solve the question. 



From statement II: 

(X3 – X2) = 448 

The roots of this equation are x = 8 and two other complex roots. 

Hence, statement II is not sufficient to answer this question. 

But both the statements put together have a common value 8. 

Hence, both the statements put together have a solution. 

126. From statement I: 

Knowing only the percentage of discount, profit percentage cannot be deduced. 

∴ Statement I alone is not sufficient to answer the question. 

From statement II: 

The ratio of cost price and marked price is 1:3. But without knowing anything about 

selling price, profit percentage cannot be calculated. 

∴ Statement II alone is not sufficient to answer the question. 

From statements I and II together: 

The ratio of cost price and marked price is 1:3. 

Let us suppose that cost price is T and marked price is 3T. 

Also, we know that discount percentage is 20%. Knowing the discount percentage and 

marked price, we can find selling price using the equation. 

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 × (1 −
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

100
) 

After knowing selling price and cost price in terms of T, we can find profit percentage 

using equation, 

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 × (1 +
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

100
) 

 

∴ Using both the statements together, we can answer the given question. 



127. We know that, 

Average Speed = Total distance/Total time 

In case, distance is same then we can use: 

Average speed = 2XY/(X+Y) km/h 

{Where x and y are the speeds for going and coming back respectively} 

⇒ 112 =
2 × 128 × 𝑦

128 + 𝑦
 

⇒ 14336 + 112y = 256y 

⇒ y = 99.55 or 100 km/h 

Hence, the required speed for the return journey is 100 km approximately. 

128.We know that, 

Total surface area of a closed cylinder = area of curved surface + area of circular top and 

bottom 

∴ Total surface area of closed cylinder = 2πrh + 2πr2 = 2πr(r+h) sq. units 

Where, r = radius of base of cylinder, h = height of cylinder 

According to the condition given in the question, 

Curved surface area = (2/3) ×Total surface area 

∴ 2𝜋𝑟ℎ =
2

3
× 2𝜋𝑟(𝑟 + ℎ) 

 

⇒ 3h = 2 × (r + h) 

⇒ h = 2r 

Now, total surface area of a closed cylinder = 2πr(r+h) = 231 cm2 

∴2πr(r+2r) = 231 

6πr2 = 231 



⇒ 𝑟2 =
231

6𝜋
=
49

4
𝑐𝑚2 

 

⇒ r = 7/2 = 3.5 cm 

∴ Volume of a right circular cylinder = πr2h cubic units 

⇒ Volume of the given cylinder = π r2 × 2r = 2π r3 

⇒ Volume of the given cylinder = π r2 × 2r = 2π r3 = 269.5 cm3 

129. ∴ Part of the tank filled by tap A in 1 minute = 1/25 

∴ Part of the tank filled by tap B in 1 minute = 1/20 

∴ Part of the tank filled by tap A and tap B in 1 minute =
1

25
+

1

20
=

9

100
 

 

∴ Part of the tank filled by tap A and tap B in 5 minute = 5 ×
9

100
=

9

20
 

∴ Part of the tank left to be filled by tap A and tap B = 1 −
9

20
=

11

20
 

 

Since tap B takes 20 minutes to fill the full tank 

∴ Time required by tap B to fill 11/20 part of the tank = 20 ×
11

20
= 11𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 

130. Total cost price of all the calculators including transport charges 

= (150 × 250) + 2500 = Rs 40,000 

Total selling price after a discount of 5% on each calculator 

= 320 × 150 × (95/100) 

= Rs 45,600 

So, profit gained = SP – CP = Rs (45,600 – 40,000) = Rs 5,600 

We know that, formula: 

Profit percentage = (Profit/CP) × 100% 



∴Required profit percent = (5,600/40,000) × 100% = 14% 

Hence, the profit gained by the shopkeeper is 14%. 

131. First we will find Quantity A, 

Quantity A: 

Here, Cost price (CP) = 140 and 

Selling Price (SP) = 168 

% Profit = (SP - CP)/CP × 100 

⇒ % Profit = (168 - 140)/140 × 100 = 20 

Now, 

Quantity B: 

Here, Marked Price (MP) = 2000 

Selling Price (SP) = 1800 

% Discount = (MP - SP)/MP × 100 

⇒ % Discount = (2000 - 1800)/2000 × 100 = 10 

Clearly, Quantity B < Quantity A 

132. First we will find Quantity A, 

Quantity A: 

Since sides of rectangle are in the ratio 3 : 5, let the sides be 3x and 5x. 

given, 5x - 3x = 10 

⇒ x = 5 

⇒sides of rectangle are 5x = 25 and 3x = 15 respectively. 

We know that, area of a rectangle = length × breadth 

∴ Area = 25 × 15 



⇒ Area = 375 cm2 

Quantity A = 375 

Now, 

Quantity B: 

Circumference of a circle of radius r = 2πr 

⇒ 66 = 2 × (22/7) × r 

⇒ r = 10.5 cm 

Area of a circle of radius r = πr2 

∴ Area = (22/7) × (10.5)2 

⇒ Area = 346.5 cm2 

Quantity B = 346.5 

 

Clearly, Quantity B < Quantity A 

133. First we will find Quantity A, 

Quantity A: 

Largest two-digit odd number = 99 

Smallest two-digit odd number = 11 

Difference of squares of largest two-digit odd number and smallest two-digit odd 

number 

= 992 - 112 

= (99 + 11)(99 - 11) 

= 110 × 88 

= 9680 

Quantity A = 9680 



Quantity B: 

79 times the square of smallest two-digit odd number 

= 79 × 112 

= 79 × 121 

= 9559 

Quantity B = 9559 

Clearly, Quantity B < Quantity A 

134. First we will find Quantity A, 

Quantity A: 

Ankit's monthly salary = Rs. 25000 

He spends 48% of his monthly salary on daily needs and 32% on entertainment and 

saves the rest of the amount. 

∴ Amount saved per month = 25000 - [(48 + 32)% of 25000] 

∴ Amount saved per month = 20% of 25000 = Rs. 5000 

∴ Amount saved annually = 12 × 5000 = 60000 

Quantity A = 60000 

Now, 

Quantity B: 

The principal for which simple interest for 5 years at 4% per annum would be Rs. 10000 

We know that SI = (P × R × T)/100 

Where, P = Principal, R = % rate of interest, T = time in years 

Now, as per the given information, 

10000 = (P × 4 × 5)/100 

∴ P = 50000 



Quantity B = 50000 

 

Clearly, Quantity B < Quantity A 

135. First we will find Quantity A, 

Quantity A: 

Let Rannvijay's monthly income be Rs. x. 

∴ Raghu's monthly income = x - (25% of x) = 0.75x 

∴ Rajeev's monthly income = 0.75x - (20% of 0.75x) = 0.6x 

Difference between Rannvijay and Rajeev's monthly income = x - 0.6x = 0.4x 

∴ Difference between their annual income = 12 × 0.4x = 4.8x 

Since Raghu's monthly income = Rs. 60000 

0.75x = 60000 

x = 80000 

∴ Difference between their annual income = 4.8 × 80000 = 384000 

Quantity A = 384000 

Now, 

Quantity B: 

The principal for which simple interest for 5 years at 5% per annum would be Rs. 50000 

We know that SI = (P × R × T)/100 

Where, P = Principal, R = % rate of interest, T = time in years 

Now, as per the given information, 

50000 = (P × 5 × 5)/100 

∴ P = 200000 

Quantity B = 200000 



 

Clearly, Quantity B < Quantity A  

136. Total number of girls = 1,500 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Science = 11% of 1500 = 165 

Number of girls enrolled in Arts = 38% of 1500 = 570 

Number of girls enrolled in commerce = 21% of 1500 = 315 

Number of girls enrolled in Arts, Science and Commerce together = (165+570+315) = 

1050 

Now percentage of girls enrolled in Arts Science and Commerce together with respect to 

total number of students in the college: 

 

=
girlsenrolledinArts, ScienceandCommercetogether

totalnumberofstudentsinthecollege
× 100 

 

=
1050

3500
× 100 

 

= 30% 

137. Total number of girls = 1,500 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Science = 11% of 1500 = 165 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Management = 12% of 1500 = 180 

According to the question, if 20% of the girls enrolled in Science change their stream to 

Management then the new number of girls enrolled in Management altogether will be: 

Girls enrolled in Management currently + 20% of the girls enrolled in Science currently 

= 180 + (20% of 165) 

= 180 + 33 



= 213 

From the 1st question of this pie chart: number of boys enrolled in Management = 380 

∴The new number of Management Students altogether will be (380 + 213) = 593 

138. Total number of girls = 1,500 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in commerce = 21% of 1500 = 315 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Science = 11% of 1500 = 165 

The total number of girls enrolled in science and Commerce together = (315+165) = 480 

139. Total number of girls = 1,500 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Arts = 38% of 1500 = 570 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Science = 11% of 1500 = 165 

Total number of student = 3,500 

According to 1st pie chart number of students enrolled in Science = 22% of 3500 = 770 

Number of boys enrolled in science = students enrolled in science – girls enrolled in 

science 

⇒ Number of boys enrolled in science = 770 – 165 = 605 

The ratio of the number of girls enrolled in Arts to the number of boys enrolled in 

Science = 570: 605 = 114: 121 

140. Total number of student = 3,500 

According to 1st pie chart number of students enrolled in Management = 16% of 3500 = 

560 

Total number of girls = 1,500 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in Management = 12% of 1500 = 180 

Number of boys enrolled in Management = students enrolled in Management – girls 

enrolled in Management 



⇒ Number of boys enrolled in Management = 560 – 180 = 380 

According to 1st pie chart number of students enrolled in IT= 20% of 3500 = 700 

According to 2nd pie chart number of girls enrolled in IT = 18% of 1500 = 270 

Number of boys enrolled in IT = students enrolled in IT – girls enrolled in IT 

⇒ Number of boys enrolled in IT = 700 – 270 = 430 

∴The total number of boys enrolled in Management and IT together = 380+430 = 810 

Computers 

Solutions 

141. When data is directly entered into a memory location in the storage, it removes 

the content which is already stored on that location and makes space for the new 

content to be stored in that location. 

 

142. The information of credit and debit card is stored on Magnetic strip card. 

 
143. ME stands for Millennium Edition of the windows operating system. It was 

launched by the Microsoft for next millennium users. 

 
144. A file extension cannot be given by the user. The file extensions are program 

specific. 

 
145. The name of a Microsoft Office Word document is displayed in both the taskbar 

and title bar. 

 
146. The trackball is used to move the cursor or the pointer on the screen and is a 

pointing device. 

 
147. Anti Virus is a utility software meant for preventing those malicious programs 

which may harm the computer. 



 
148. Header and Footer is used to display information such as title, page number of 

the document. 

 
149. The display size of monitor is measured in diagonally direction. 

 
150. VLSI is the full form of Very Large Scale Integration which is used as a concept in 

computers & Electronics. 

 
151. Pie chart from the Excel charts represents only one value for each variable. The 

user can change these labels and variables by editing the data that was entered 

earlier by the user. 

152. Operating systems and utility programs are in a class of software known as 

system software. 

 

153. A HTTP request contains 4 parts. Which are Request Method, URI, Header 

Fields, and Body. 

 

154. Formula Translating System or FORTRAN is used computational purposes in 

mathematics and other scientific research by systems. 

 
155. A byte can represent any number between 0 and 255 among the following 

mentioned options. 

 
156. All of the above are contents found in a URL do not contain the information or 

name about the internet service provider. Otherwise, it contains all the information 

about the webpage, domain name, protocol and the folder which the user is 

accessing. 

 
157. The access control based on a person’s fingerprints  is known as Biometric 

identification. 

 
158. The ink jet printer was first of its kind which used to spread ink on the paper by 

spraying which resulted in printing of the characters or images on the paper. 



 
159.         The save as option is used to store the file with different name or in different 

format as available. It is opened by using f12 key. 

 
160.         Field, Search method is conducted for a specific title. domain. URL. or host. 

This also allows user to adjust the breadth and depth of the a search 

General Awareness 

Solutions 

161. The Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship launched 

Pradhan Mantri Yuva Yojana to scale up an ecosystem of entrepreneurship for 

youngsters. The scheme spans over five years with a project cost of Rs 499.94 

crore. It will provide entrepreneurship education and training to over 7 lakh 

students in 5 years.  This scheme will also include easy access to information and 

mentor network. 

 

162. Cyber Laws are Laws relating to electronic media. 

 
163. Leonard Cohen was a singer and songwriter. He is among his generation’s 

most celebrated musicians and before his move into music had found success as a 

poet and novelist. His hits included Suzanne, Bird on the Wire and I'm Your Man and 

he released his 14th album, You Want It Darker, just last month. He was inducted 

into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2008. 

 
164. PAN can be expanded to mean Permanent Account Number. 

 
165. NPA is a loan account becoming NPA for non – renewal, for not obtaining 

stock statements and non- recording the due date after re-phasing / restructuring of a 

loan account. 

 
166. A bank providing combination of commercial banking and investment 

banking is known as Universal Banking. 



 
167. MUDRA is a bank that provides loans at low rates to micro-finance 

institutions and non-banking financial institutions which then provide credit to 

MSMEs. 

 
168. The RBI issued new series of notes for the Rs 500 and Rs 2,000 

denomination. The Rs. 2,000 note will be called the ‘Mahatma Gandhi (New) Series’. 

The new design in the Rs. 500 denomination will be in a different colour, size, theme, 

design and location of security features. The note will be in a new colour - stone grey 

and the predominant theme will be Delhi’s Red Fort. 

169. The Bank capital does not get blocked is the advantage of securitization for 

a Bank. 

 

170. Any bill which is of amount one crore or more is to be certified as a money 

bill. 

 
171. India become the first nation to subsidise the use of digital cash. The government 

unveiled a raft of measures including discounts on online payments for insurance 

policies, rail tickets and highway toll charges. ArunJaitley announced 10% off on 

insurance policies, highway usage and concessions on train travel. The government 

has also waived service tax on online transactions below 2,000 rs. 

 

172. The Reserve Bank of India acts as a bank for the Government’s business. 

 
173. Books are purchased and sold in Bullion Market. 

 
174. World Toilet Day is a United Nations (UN) observance, on November 19. 

The day highlights a serious problem – 2.5 billion people in the world do not have 

access to proper sanitation. PM Modi'sSwachhta Mission has become popular to 

spread the importance of cleanliness and sanitation. The World Bank Group is 

aligning to help countries achieve the target of universal access to sanitation by 2030. 

 



175. NPS is monitored by PFRDA i.e. Pension Fund Regulatory Development 

Authority. It is a pension regulatory authority which was established by Government 

of India on August 23, 2003. 

 

176. Personal Banking includes Deposits, insurance and investment. 

 
177. Loan and advances of bank come under assets. 

 
178. Federal Bank has received RBI's permission to open its first international 

branch at the Dubai International Financial Centre. The proposed branch at Dubai 

will help the Bank serve its Non-Resident clientele better. 

The private sector bank operates through a branch network of 1,252 branches and 

1,524 ATMs. The Bank’s total business mix stands at Rs. 1.37 Lakh Crore as at March 

31, 2016. 

 

179. N. K. Thingalaya is the chairman of the Group constituted by the RBI to 

examine major issues relating to restructuring of Regional Rural Banks. 

 

180. The RBI has appointed M Rajeshwar Rao as executive director following G 

Mahalingam's taking voluntary retirement from the central bank. Rao will look after 

Department of Statistics and Information Management, Financial markets 

Operations and International Department. Prior to taking over as the Executive 

Director, he was the Chief General Manager, Financial Markets Operations 

Department. 

 
181. SBI raised the slogan ‘ Pure Banking , Nothing Else’. 

 

182. Oriental Bank of Commerce is an India-based bank established in Lahore, 

is one of the public sector banks in India. 

 

183. Computer System Failure is categorized as an operational Risk to the 

banks. 



 
184. Samsung will acquire Harman. Samsung will pay $112.00 per share in 

cash for the Stamford, Connecticut-based company, making the acquisition 

Samsung's biggest ever. Harman provides connected cars and audio systems with 

safety and entertainment features. Last month, the company bought artificial 

intelligence firm Viv Labs. 

 

185. Potential customer is also known as prospect customer. 

 
186. Saving and Current Deposits is an example of the brand of SBI. 

 
187. ECB stands for External Commercial Borrowings. 

 
188. EOQ stands for Economic order Quantity. 

 
189. HDFC is a private bank. 

 
190. The seventh session of the Conference of the Parties (COP7) is being held 

in New Delhi. Nearly 500 farmers from tobacco growing countries were detained by 

the police for protesting outside the conference venue, which is hosting over 1,500 

delegates from 180 countries in the world. India will be pushing for stricter control on 

smokeless tobacco.  

 
191. US-based ATM manufacturer NCR Corporation has bagged aRs 334-crore 

order from SBI to install over 7,000 cash-vending machines. State Bank has awarded 

NCR with the single largest order of ATMs in the country. NCR is the largest player in 

the domestic ATM market with over 1 lakh cash-vending machines running. Its new 

ATMs are equipped with the latest anti-fraud security solutions.  

 
192. Oil India Limited (OIL) has set up an OIL Start-Up fund of Rs 50 crore to 

encourage new ideas related to the oil and gas sector. The oil exploration major’s 

chairman-cum-managing director Utpal Bora said that the initiative was in line with 

the Centre’s ‘Start-up India’ initiative. The initiative was to create an ecosystem that 

was conducive for growth of start-ups in the oil and gas sector. 



 
193. ATMs are Automated teller machines. 

 
194. Loan against commodities have been one of the earliest forms of bank 

advances. 

 
195. Call option is for buyers and put option is for sellers is a correct statement 

regarding call option and put option in currency markets. 

 
196. The pace of highway construction has gathered momentum in October. 

Compared to 362 km, 367 km and 315 km respectively in July, August and 

September, construction of these roads in October stood at 612 km or 20.4 km/day. 

The pace, however, is still way lower than what is required to meet the construction 

target of 41 km/day. The ministry has targeted to build 15,000-km highways in the 

current fiscal. 

 
197. Twitter COO Adam Bain,the man in charge of the company’s entire 

revenue business is leaving, according to a company filing. CFO Anthony Noto will 

take over in Bain’s COO role. Bain joined the company six years ago from Fox and has 

been credited with building Twitter’s entire multi-billion dollar advertising business. 

He  was seen as a corporate cheerleader who was known for his positivity. 

 
198. Government has decided to impose levy up to Rs 8,500 per flight on major 

routes to fund the UDAN scheme. The levy amount would be for an entire flight and 

the price of each ticket could go up depending on the number of seats in that 

particular flight. It will be applicable only on scheduled domestic flights operating on 

major routes and excludes regional flights. 

 

199. First share market in India was established in Mumbai. 

 
200. Britain's Andy Murray win his first ATP World Tour Finals title and end 

2016 as the world number one. Britain's Andy Murray beat five-time champion Novak 

Djokovic to win his first ATP World Tour Finals title and end 2016 as the world 



number one. The victory also ends Djokovic's four-year run of success at the 

tournament and the Serb's bid to equal Roger Federer's record of six titles. 
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